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CONTACT INFORMATION
John D. Deere
604 Long Drive
Alexandria, VA 23444
Cell: (526) 986-9032
Email: J_Deere@hotmail.com
WORK EXPERIENCE
United States Air Force
07/2008 – Present
Supervisor: Col Walter Matthau, 757-743-34156
40 hours/week
Langley Air Force Base, Newport News, VA/delete
Salary: $ 76,200/year
Logistics Management Specialist, Captain, 0-3
Develop, implement, present, and monitor command policy for over 2,766 materiel
management specialists at 58 installations worldwide as Chief Supply Chain Program
Operations for HQ Air Combat Command (ACC). Evaluate, design, re-engineer, direct
and coordinate supply policy and provide guidance to USAF, combat air forces and DoD
contractors/agencies. Train, supervise, and evaluate six Senior non-commissioned
officers and two civilian personnel.
Analyze headquarters support and contingency operational activities relevant to multiple
scenarios. Oversee development of logistics plans in support of assigned global supply
chain areas to ensure projects meet time and budget requirements.
Apply broad knowledge of supply logistics, military protocol and information technology
to ensure seamless integration of automated systems with existing processes and
procedures. Monitor progress toward meeting logistics plan and to identified causes and
impact of delays or other issues. Identify and resolve issues in the logistical life cycle
that impact USAF fielding, sustainability and readiness.
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

Assessed logistics operations, identified deficiencies, and developed Back to Basics
logistics readiness metrics. Reengineered operations compliance, utilizing benchmarks
for HQ Air Force goals.
Spearheaded revision of six ACC supply Compliance and Standardization Requirement
Lists (C&SRL). Codified strict Logistics Readiness Squadron policy adherence to supply
chain management of controlled materiel.
Evaluated and reengineered Nuclear Weapons-Related Material Awareness Training,
establishing comprehensive training standards to ensure maximum USAF-wide safety
compliance.
Selected by senior military to serve on Operational Readiness Inspection team. Led
team in developing ACC guidance/checklist to stop erroneous sensitive assts shipment
and ensure positive inventory control.
DEPLOYMENT:
Chief, CDDOC Operation Enduring Freedom Future Plans Branch, CENTCOM
Deployment and Distribution Center (DDOC), Camp Arifjan, Kuwait, 08/2009 – 02/2010
Served in multimodal joint operations distribution center, coordinating with Air, Surface,
Maritime, and Requirement Branches on integrated transportation solutions. Provided
analysis of distribution requirements and capabilities to synchronize the entire spectrum
of global mobility capabilities. Analyzed requirements, capabilities, shortfalls,
alternatives, and enhancements to the theater transportation system and recommended
solutions to theater transportation issues.
Planned, coordinated, and executed largest command and control shift since center
inception, integrating 26 personnel into first-ever multimodal global logistics Continuity
of Operation Plan (COOP).
Identified critical training deficiency and provided instruction for five personnel on Joint
Operations Planning and Execution System (JOPES), ensuring JOPES cargo and
passenger validation and flow analysis products were available without interruption.
United States Air Force
01/2008 – 06/2008
Supervisor: Lt Col David Parr, 757-444-5643
40 hours/week
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Tucson, AZ
Salary: $ 71,00/year
Logistics Management Specialist, Captain, 0-3
Managed all personnel, logistics, inventory control, and distribution operations for
second largest Logistics Readiness Squadron in Air Combat Command. Maintained
$42M worth of vehicles, directed $49M in fuels support, managed $116M in both
supplies/equipment, and supervised over 470 personnel through subordinate

commands. Provided aircraft spares, fuel support, equipment, deployment operations
and transportation operations and maintenance. Operated Defense Fuel Support Point
which provided over 22 million gallons of fuel to nine Arizona locations.
Briefed military stakeholders on logistics management progress and issues through
formal presentations, written statistical reports, and oral discussion. Outlined relevance
to overall mission. Proposed resolutions and remedial actions. Liaised between fuel
distribution center and customers to find equitable, expedient solutions to disputes,
maintaining diplomacy and professionalism.
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Successfully directed the movement of 24,300 inbound aircraft parts, enabling Fighter
Wing positive launch status on 5,700 sorties.
Served as project manager for $20 million for Type III fuel system, replacing four
antiquated1953-era pump houses and eliminated environmental hazards.
Organized and monitored $35million reconciliation of aircraft spares, ensuring accurate
classification, count, and location of all inventory items.
United States Air Force
01/2007 – 01/2008
Supervisor: Maj Wesley Snipes, 844-346-5270
40 hours/week
Kabul, Afghanistan
Salary: $ 68,500/year
Deputy G4 advisor
Served in advisory, logistics, and management capacity regarding Supply and Fuels
processes to Afghan National Army, Afghan National Police, and Afghan Border Police.
Directed timely and accurate accountability and distribution of equipment to US and
Afghan military and police forces. Assessed integrated procurement, storage, military
facility management, shipment, technical support and training activities into a
comprehensive fuel supply logistics plan.
Directed logistics, program management, planning and information management.
Identified work force and organizational needs to meet fuel supply support priorities.
Developed appropriate internal operating procedures based on pending changes in
policy and made recommendations for improvements in the program areas of logistics,
transportation modes, supply chain methodologies, and inventory control.
Established and maintained accurate inventory control system providing for secure and
logical storage of all fuel while maintaining accurate and up-to-date records manually
and through automated database management systems. Coordinated supply
management activities to assure adequate supply posture.
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

Developed and implemented fuel ordering/accounting system for Afghan National Army
allowing for successful distribution and tracking of 44 million liters of fuel for combat
operations.
Planned and executed 400 combat logistics patrols; ensured combat resupply of critical
assets to US embedded training teams/Police mentoring teams.
Directed multi-week logistics /medical assessments for 4 provincial HQs/13 police
districts, to facilitate development of $50M winter plan in outfitting Afghan National
Security Forces.
Created logistics and inventory control plan and oversaw fielding of $30M in weapons,
ammunition and supplies across 10 provinces, providing combat capability while
ensuring accountability to Afghan forces.
United States Air Force
06/2005 – 01/2007
Supervisor: Col Walter Pidgeon, 757-764-6587
40 hours/week
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, AZ/ Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan
Salary: $ 68,500/year
Vehicle Operations Flight Commander
Managed comprehensive transportation and Distinguished Visitor support for HQ 12 Air
Force, 355th Wing and numerous tenet units. Provided 24-hour transportation support
to over 6,000 base and transient customers. Expedited EC-130 aircrew transport
sustaining theater airlift /sortie generation.
Directly responsible for the health, welfare, discipline, and morale of 57 military and 16
civilian personnel in six work centers providing operations support for a fleet of 89
general/special purpose vehicles and material handling equipment valued at more than
$3M. Managed Wing Government Motor Vehicle Licensing/Records section with over
10,000 records.
Prepared and presented briefings to senior military personnel, ensuring clear, concise
communication of complex logistics information. Developed and presented detailed
reviews of process efficiencies/recommends improvements to the Logistics Readiness
Commander
Initiated personnel recruitment actions, interview potential civilian applicants, and
recommended selections, promotions and/or reassignments. Performed personnel
evaluations, recognizing accomplishments and setting development goals while
addressing specific issues for continued improvement.
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

Provided immediate response support for airborne command post, worked 152
requirements, and ensured 100% ready aircraft for President of the United States.
Coordinated strict itinerant travel for 150 Distinguished Visitors.
Trained and supervised Global War on Terrorism (GWoT) funded over-hires and
augmentees. Directed vehicle operations for 2006 Operational Readiness Exercise
resulting in “Excellent” rating.
Developed and implemented vehicle training validation/certification plan for 61 Airmen.
Facilitated deployment training, providing combat veteran instructors to teach convoy
doctrine to over 950 personnel.
Rendered rapid transportation support for E4 aircraft, supporting 152 requests over 18month tenure. As exercise logistics lead, stored and moved vital assets; moved 697
passengers, USN P-3 aircraft for 33 Department of Defense agencies.
DEPLOYMENT:
Supply Officer, G4 Supply Division, Joint Operations Center, Combined Joint Task
Force – 76, Bagram AB, Afghanistan, 10/2005-02/2006
Directed sustainment support to 13 Provincial Reconstruction Teams and 43 MILITARY
bases. Oversaw off-loading, segregating, and processing of all incoming supplies and
equipment, ensuring prompt processing of priority items while strict adherence to
military procurement regulations.
Managed and coordinated humanitarian aid effort; distributed 200K meals to Afghans
valued at $470K in a 2-week period. As technical expert for Air Force logistics, provided
1.8M gallons of fuel and enabled2.4K US and coalition combat sorties. Oversaw
distribution of 18K Enhanced Small Arms Protective Insert body armor kits to soldiers in
Afghanistan.
United States Air Force
06/2004 – 06/2005
Supervisor: Col Roger Cox, 565-333-6754
40 hours/week
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, AZ
Salary: $ 63,200/year
Materiel Management Flight Commander
Supervised, trained and evaluated 99 military and 5 civilian (GS-12 and 4 WG-5)
personnel in seven geographically separated work centers in support of wing
transportation, supply, and logistics planning functions for combat-ready aircraft.
Controlled nine Mobility Readiness Spares Packages (MRSP) servicing four airframes
worth $139M. Provided Peacetime Operating Stock valued at $169M to 355 Wing, six
tenant units across five Air Force commands and HQ 12 Air Force.

Planned and coordinated workloads, assigned and adjusted priorities, provided
technical advice and policy direction and performed supervisory personnel
administration duties. Facilitated extensive in-house and remote training, completed
evaluations, and performed one-on-one counseling to improve performance through
focused assessment of problem areas and positive re-enforcement of abilities. Ensured
all personnel were properly trained and possess the proper USAF endorsements and
certifications.
Provided analytical, qualitative, quantitative, comparative and associative analyses in
order to best devise and implement technical guidelines, process, and procedures that
expedited local, national and global mission objectives. Performed unscheduled
utilization checks of accountable or real property to ensure USAF utilization standards
were maintained.
Developed appropriate internal operating procedures based on constantly changing
workload and make recommendations for improvements in the program areas of
logistics, costs, supply chain methodologies and inventory control. Interpreted and
applied OSHA and military safety rules and regulations.
Directed due-in from maintenance (DIFM) program for wing. Oversaw mission-capable
(MICAP) issues, backorders and receipts. Managed personnel placements, facility
maintenance and improvement, operations and budget. Directed and coordinated
flight’s training, security, safety and self-inspection programs.
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Reconfigured $93M EC-130 Compass Call assets to support concurrent deployments to
Uzbekistan and Kuwait. Issued 3,000 Two-Level (2LM) Maintenance aircraft parts,
allowing wing to fly 12K sorties/24K hours.
Mandated complete inventory on five warehouses for first time in 5 years, resulted in
preventing $500K in adjustments, regaining full control of assets, and improving
inventory rate to 99%.
Led Hazardous Pharmacy and served as official liaison during 2004 environmental
compliance inspection. Achieved “Best in Air Combat Command” for wing for flawless
inspection.
Maximized utilization of $1.5M in assets by ensuring strict compliance of supply’s
Precious Metal Recovery Program; Choreographed $80M reparable program, cut
delinquents 30%; local asset repair saved $400K carcass fees.
Managed efficient and accurate processing of $98M aircraft parts receipts to directly
support 13.5K training sorties and 30.5K win flying hours.
United States Air Force
07/2003 – 06/2004
Supervisor: Col Robert E. Lee, 342-578-9832

40 hours/week
Ramstein Air Base, Germany
Salary: $ 61,000/year
Aerial Delivery Flight Commander
Provided 435th Air Base Wing logistics support to 86th Airlift Wing and 721 Air Mobility
Operations Group airlift missions, HQ United Sates Air Forces Europe, HQ AIRNORTH,
and 125 associate units. Directed the processing of cargo, personal property and
passengers through the world’s largest DoD airlift hub overseas for USAFE’s only Aerial
Delivery Flight. Oversaw storage and distribution of critical weapon systems, personal
protection assets, and 60 million gallons of aviation fuel.
Supervised, trained, and evaluated 17 military personnel. Managed unilateral airdrop
training equipment for C-130 aircrew airdrops and ensured compliance with combat offload training requirements. Managed four facilities, 16 general/special purpose vehicles
valued over $2M and supplies and equipment worth in excess of $580K. Represented
the wing on all facets of airdrop operations for Joint Airborne/Air Transportability
Training and contingency missions. Integral management team member in execution of
wing’s Primary Nuclear Airlift Force (PNAF) program.
Planned, directed, and managed training conducted by subordinates for wartime
combat support missions and mobile weapons systems operations. Developed and
maintained administrative records annotating training data such as weapons
marksmanship and physical training. Coordinated timely submission of planning and
reporting documentation required for training programs.
Ensured that daily and long-term training material needs were accommodated quickly
and correctly. Assessed integrated procurement, storage, military facility management,
shipment, technical support and training activities into a comprehensive logistics plan.
Utilized automated inventory and acquisition systems to analyze supply tasks,
requisition equipment and maintain inventory control.
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Provided comprehensive logistics management for 37th Airlift Squadron 90 heavy
platforms, 85 Container Delivery Systems, 390 Standard Airlift Training Bundles, and 30
PNAF Special Assignment Airlift Missions.
Loaded two C-130s within hours, delivering 19 tons of supplies in response to urgent
Chadian humanitarian request.
Saved USAF over $75K by searching and securing free issue of vital supplies through
the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office. Saved USAF over $3K Euro by
recycling and reusing Air Mobility Command Fleet Services trash into container delivery
systems.

Indentified, forecast, and justified $499K airdrop budget requirement, establishing firstever baseline requirements for flight operations. Assessed mission operations and
facilitated cost-effective solutions for mission-critical wartime operations.
Directed assignments and upgrade of newly assigned Airmen and Non-Commissioned
Officers. Performed quantitative and qualitative analysis, identified training deficiencies,
and presented findings to higher HQ staff.
Managed transfer of flight from 37th Airlift Squadron to 435th Logistics Readiness
Squadron, ensuring the seamless realignment of four facilities, 17 personnel and $580K
in equipment.
United States Air Force
09/2002 – 07/2003
Supervisor: Maj David Swinger, 456-876-3487
40 hours/week
Ramstein Air Base, Germany/Al DhafraAir Base, UAE
Salary: $ 48,300/year
Officer in Charge, Cargo Movement Element
Supervised, trained, and evaluated 45 military and 32 civilian personnel in largest Cargo
Movement Element in USAF as part of, 86th Logistics Readiness Squadron. Managed,
administered and forecast $225K annual operating budget. Directed and executed
movement of 60 tons of military cargo with an operating cost of $25M to directly support
the wing’s flying mission. Managed full logistics management of critical war readiness
materiel worth $403M to support USAF Europe-directed missions.
Planned and coordinated workloads, assigned and adjusted priorities, provided
technical advice and policy direction. Performed supervisory personnel administration
duties. Created positive, proactive working environment, facilitating teamwork through
unified goal of perpetual readiness and successful mission accomplishment.
Established metric and analysis systems for units managed to assess efficiency,
effectiveness, and compliance with military and civilian regulatory procedures.
Evaluated requirements for additional resources, and balanced organization needs with
overall mission requirements and resource interests.
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Planned, executed and maintained 3-hour mission capable part processing time, greatly
improving on 24-hour DoD standard. Delivered 57 high-priority shipments for Operation
Iraqi Freedom without delay.
Provided real time visibility for high priority shipments throughout entire supply chain
lifecycle. Detected commercial tracking system flaws, devised workarounds, and
maintained 100% visibility on 700 shipments.

Mandated and coordinated daily warehouse inspection, identified misdirected freight
and reduced cargo hold time by 30%. Improved material procurement process,
increased capability by 75% on critical taskings
Directed 58-member team to prep and ship 192 multi-modal shipping containers of
critical ammunition valued at $189M, completing two week job in four days
DEPLOYMENT:
Squadron Operations Officer, 380th Expeditionary Logistics Readiness Squadron, Al
Dhafra AB, UAE, 12/2002-12/2003. Managed Daily operations of 150-person squadron
in seven different logistics functions including Air Terminal Operations Center, Fuels
Management, Logistics Plans, Traffic Management and Vehicle Management.
Administered supply programs and account worth over $122M and ensured safe
serviceability of $14M 168-vehicle fleet. Ensured cargo and passenger movement was
expeditiously processes while entering, exiting and moving within the area of
responsibility in support of Operations Iraqi and Enduring Freedom.
Served as project manager in design, procurement, installation and execution of $1.2M
fuel farm expansion project, increasing fuel storage capacity increased from 500K
gallons to nearly 5M gallons in two months.
Established Al Dhafra’s first Base Support Planning Committee, consolidating all plans
and Operating Instructions into one use-friendly document--clear vision for future
rotations.
United States Air Force
09/2001 – 09/2002
Supervisor: Maj David Martin, 545-621-3785
40 hours/week
Ramstein Air Base, Germany
Salary: $ 39,300/year
Officer In Charge, Base Deployments and Reception
Managed mobility operations for 86th Transportation Squadron agency tasked with
planning and execution of deployments, receptions, support agreements, war readiness
materiel and plans for USAF Europe’s largest logistics plans and programs office.
Processed cargo, personal property and passengers through the military transportation
system. Received, stored and issued critical weapon system support and personal
protection assets. Managed and maintained active fleet of over 2.4K vehicles and 60
million gallons of aviation fuel.
As Installation Deployment Officer (IDO), coordinated the reception, staging, onward
movement and integration of all forces and unit type codes (UTCs) through the EUCOM
airlift hub for Central Europe, including 86 Airlift Wing units, 16 tenant units and
transiting DoD and Joint Forces. Supervised 130-person Ramstein deployment process
during mobility operations and Ramstein exercises at $3.2M Joint Mobility Processing
Center.

Applied broad knowledge of supply logistics, military protocol and information
technology to ensure seamless integration of automated systems with existing
processes and procedures. Monitored progress toward meeting logistics plan and to
identified causes and impact of delays or other issues. Identified and resolved issues in
the logistical life cycle that impacted fielding, sustainability and readiness.
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
As part of largest commitment in USAFE, managed 542 Air Expeditionary Forces (AEF)
Unit Type Codes (UTCs), tracking needed forces to support war on terror. Moved first
USAFE C-17/C-5 flights supporting Operation Enduring Freedom consisting of 3,000
troops and 2.5K short-tons of cargo delivered on time.
Broke a 2-year impasse with US Army on vehicle transportation agreement, USAFE’s
largest support agreements program, resulting in annual reimbursements to 86 Airlift
Wing in excess of $11.4M.
Evaluated and re-wrote Installation Deployment Plan and 5-year old Kaiserslautern
Military Community Aid and Response Plan.
Key logistics officer team member in coordinating all Ramstein AB support for US
President’s National Airborne Operations Center. Coordinated with Air Mobility
Command Tanker Airlift Control Center to authorize needed diplomatic country
clearances and allow for flights over foreign airspace.
Planned and executed critical aspects of five large-scale Exercises, 120 missions, 5,485
passengers, and 2,661 short tons of key cargo.
Ranked #1 of 4 Lieutenants by Section Chief; Ranked #1 of 7 2d Lieutenants by
Squadron Commander.
United States Air Force
09/2000 – 09/2001
Supervisor: Capt James T. Kirk, 456-654-3854
40 hours/week
Ramstein Air Base, Germany
Salary: $ 35,800/year
Wing Plans Officer
Directed all facets of 12 support agreements including supplier, receiver and new
requirements to support operations and maintenance of 86th Airlift Wing comprised of
three flying squadrons and 42 aircraft. Coordinated and maintained base plans,
Exercise Support Plans (ESP) and Logistics Annexes fulfilling airlift, air evacuation and
treaty compliance requirements, nuclear airlift missions and munitions and War
Readiness Materiel storage throughout Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

Supervised, trained and evaluated two Non-commissioned officers and 1 Civilian
employee (GS-11). Oversaw agreement development process for wing agencies
involving coordination of effort for 58 functional area coordinators. Directed plans
development process for wing agencies and served as co-chairperson for wing Planning
Committee.
Planned for and managed systems, subsystems, and equipment throughout their life
cycle, including integrated logistics support activities. Adjusted plans and schedules for
all related actions as required by delays or changes to logistics requirements.
Analyzed pending and long-term tasks and orders, prioritize critical issues and plan
workflow, costs and resources according to priority level to ensure expeditious
completion of all duties. Coordinated asset management planning activities
incorporating varying logistical and personnel requirements to ensure consistency with
supply chain strategies.
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Successfully managed 26 Area Support Group (US Army) agreements valued at over
$18M. Coordinated, evaluated and adjudicated 11 complex agreements overdue
triennial review resulting in two money-saving terminations.
Under extremely stringent time constraints, developed, coordinated, and executed 86th
Airlift Wing Runway Closure Plan which involved relocating offices and over 530
personnel in under two months.
Coordinated final UNION FLASH 2001 Exercise Support Plan, providing expert
guidance, leadership, and support for sudden cargo movement prior to exercise
resulting in zero delays reported.
EDUCATION
Saint John’s University
Philadelphia, PA USA
Bachelor’s Degree
06/2000
Major: Human Resource Administration
GPA: 3.8/4.0
120 semester hours
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN USA
Associate Degree
11/1998
Major: Associate’s of Arts
GPA: 3.5/4.0
60 semester hours

Community College of the Air Force
Maxwell AFB, AL USA
Associate Degree
07/1998
Major: Logistics
GPA: 3.5/4.0
60 semester hours
McLane High School
Fresno, CA USA
Diploma
06/1987
JOB-RELATED TRAINING
United States Air Force Training:
Civilian Personnel Management , 2009
NSPS Performance Management, 2009
Squadron Officer School Resident Program , Air University, 2005
Airman Leadership School, 2004
Aerospace Basic Course in-residence Air University, 2001
Air Force Train the Trainer, 2001 / 1994
Logistics Readiness Officer, – Fuels, 2003
Logistics Readiness Officer, – Transportation, 2002
Combat Logistics Course (Log 299) – Air Force Institute of Technology, 2002
Contingency Wartime Planning Course – Air University, 2002
Logistics Plans Officer Course (Distinguished Graduate), 2001
Joint Operation Planning & Execution System (JOPES) Basic Operations, 2001
Defense Reg. Interservice Support – US Army Logistics Management College , 2001
Non-commissioned Officer Enhancement Program, 1999
Supply Management Craftsman Course, 1998
Customer Care, 1998
Quality Air Force Tools Course, 1996
Quality Air Force Team Leader Course, 1996
Air Force Supervisor Safety Course, 1993
Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Level I Awareness, 1993
Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Level II Operations, 1993
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS:
Dynamic and results-driven military officer and logistics management specialist with
over 22 years specialized experience in supporting military operations through
technical, logistics management, leadership and training operations. Strong background
providing comprehensive global supply chain management. Able to effectively and
efficiently integrate separate functions in planning or implementing a logistics
management program. Demonstrated excellence in shipping, warehousing, receiving

and inventory control. Well-versed in all federal/military acquisition and logistics policies
and regulations. Excellent leader, able to train and motivate teams towards sustained
job excellence. Technically proficient; able to maintain automated supply and inventory
records. Outstanding interpersonal skills; communicate well at all organizational levels.
Well organized, directing many projects at once while attending to all details. Highly
self-motivated; work well independently and in team environment.
TECHNICAL SKILLS:
COMPUTER:
Databases: MS Access, military logistics management information management
systems, automated inventory control systems, Joint Operations Planning and
Execution System (JOPES), Single Mobility System (SMS), Global Transportation
Network (GTN), Transportation Vizualizer (TransViz)
Word-Processing: MS Word
Spreadsheet: MS Excel
Other Software: advanced Internet research, MS Outlook
Hardware: personal computer, laptop computer, printer fax machine, copier, scanner,
bar code scanner, adding machine, multi-line telephone, computerized inventory control
systems, remote-access mobile computer systems
Typing speed: 45 wpm
CERTIFICATIONS:
Security Clearance: Secret-currently being vetted for Top Secret clearance
AWARDS:
Joint Service Commendation Medal w/first Oak Leaf Cluster, 2010, 2006
CDDOC Professional of the Month, 2010
AF Commendation Medal w/fourth Oak Leaf Cluster, 2008, 2004, 2003, 2000, 1997
Army Commendation Medal, 2008
Army Achievement Medal, 2007
Squadron Company Grade Officer of the Quarter, 2005
Company Grade Officer of the Month, 2003
Squadron Company Grade Officer of the Quarter, 2002
AF Achievement Award w/ second Oak Leaf Cluster, 2002, 2000, 1992
86th Airlift Wing Staff Company Grade of the Quarter, 2001
Distinguished Graduate from Logistics Plans Officer Course, 2001
Flight NCO of the Quarter, 1999
Professional Provider of the Year, 49th Supply Sq, Holloman AFB, 1995 & 1996
Federal Women’s Program, Woman of the Year, 49th Supply Sq, Holloman AFB, 1994
Group level nominee for 12th Air Force Junior Supply Technician Award, 49th Logistics
Group, Holloman AFB, 1994
Flight Airman of the Quarter, 1994
Flight Airman of the Quarter, 1993

Additional US Air Force Experience:
Non-Commissioned Officer in Charge, Centralized Equipment Management, Langley
AFB, VA, 01/1997- 06/2000
Requirement Journeyman, Holloman AFB, NM, 03/1996-01/1997
Supply Inspector, Holloman AFB, NM, 09/1993- 03/1996
Receiving Clerk, NM, 09/1992- 09/1993
Storage and Issue Specialist, RAF Upper Heyford, United Kingdom, 04/1991- 09/1992
Pick-up and Delivery Driver, RAF Upper Heyford, United Kingdom, 08/1988 – 04/1991

